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AUSTRALIAN AIRMAN'S MEETING WITH HITLER

Supplementary to citation in R.A.F. Awards List No. 645, Part 1 ~

Air Ministry Bulletin No. 11391

Few australians among the crews that go out almost daily to

"bomb Hitler 's Europe have net the nan from Berchtesgarton himself,
hut this dubious privilege was once accorded Squadron Leader Ernest

Keith Sinclair, R.A.F.V.R., who has just received the award of the

Distinguished Flying Cross.

Sinclair is one of the flight commanders of one of the Royal
Australian Air Force Lancaster squadrons which take part in almost

every large scale bombing attack on Germany* He is 28«

It was at the big Nuremberg Nazi party rally on the eve of

war that Sinclair, a Victoria journalist, having worked his passage

to the United Kingdom as a senior and stoker, heard Hitler speak
and later as representative of the Australian Associated Press met

him at a journalistic interview given by the Fuehrer and Ribbentrop

Sinclair and his fellow journalists had another Nazi honour paid

them -- the Gestapo scorched their rooms at the Nuremberg hotel

at which they stayed*

Just before he joined the R.A.F.
?

Sinclair spent some time

in France with the Advanced Air Striking Force, where he was in-

close association with the famous.1 and 73 squadrons* Among the

famous flying men of those early days, he met the late Cobber Kain,

the New Zealand ace', and flying officer Leslie Clisby, the

Australian, who before he was. shot down in flames near Rheims on

May 15, 1940, had brought down 14 of the hordes of Nazi aircraft

that helped overwhelm the Low Countries*.

Sinclair joined the R.A,F. in August, 1940 us an A*C*2, wascommissioned on May 7, 1941, and heard of his promotion to

squadron-leader on calling for orders when he arrived in North

Africa after bombing Friedreichshafen on June 21, 1943 • The

promotion had-been promulgated while he was in the air*

The- citation to his award, which refers to him as an

outstanding bomber pilot, tells how' when approaching Friedreichshafen

his airoraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire and one engine put out of

auction* S/L* Sinclair successfully completed his mission and,

crossing the Alps on three engines, flew safely to bare*.

A portrait (No. Ch.10934) of s/L Sinclair is

available at P.N.A.


